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Our Expertise
Executive
Search

Organisational
Effectiveness

Interim
Managers

Marketing
and Design

Our Practice Areas
Board and Advisory

Charities and Not for Profit

Economic Development

Education

Environment, Climate
& Conservation

Governmental and
International Institutions

Health

Higher Education

International Development

Peacebuilding and
Conflict Sensitivity

Philanthropies and
Foundations

Oxford HR is a leading global leadership consultancy practice.
Driven by a passion for positive change, we work with
organisations with a mission to make the world a better place.
#searchforabetterworld
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Explore our
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#searchforabetterworld

Oxford HR is a global leadership consultancy practice working exclusively
with mission-driven organisations, to help recruit and develop their leaders
in an ever evolving landscape.

Oxford HR was started in 1995 by an International
Development practitioner and, since then, we have grown
in size and scope, keeping the same international expertise
in our DNA. Oxford HR is a specialist, global executive
search and organisational consulting business, focusing on
the For-Purpose sector. We work with non- profits, NGOs,
consultancies, think-tanks, social enterprises, multi-lateral
development banks, start-ups and government institutions,
to find, appoint, support and develop exceptional leaders,
teams and organisations.
We believe in championing people, and that engaging
people with the right talent, skill and passion is critical
to the growth and success of any enterprise. Oxford HR
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not only delivers the results of these core values to its
clients, but also embodies them in its own organisation.
Every member of our world-class, professional teams
is hand-picked for their expertise and passion in their
field, and their dedication to identifying and appointing
transformational leaders who are inspired to help shape
society for the better around the globe. Above all, we truly
care about the success of the sector, as we come from the
sector ourselves.

91%

of our searches are
successfully appointed
first time around

Our Vision and Mission

Vision - ‘A world that puts purpose before profit’
Mission – ‘To enable excellence in leadership in the for-purpose sector around
the world’

Like our clients, our mission springs from our values
and commitment to social justice and economic
empowerment. Oxford HR’s values are aligned with those
of the international development sector, and we are
trusted to appoint and support leaders and teams who are
not only technically competent but who are also aligned
in terms of an organisations culture and goals and who are
committed to support the achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the priorities in the
Agenda 2030.
Oxford HR is committed to not only searching for the
best global talent for the needs of the for-purpose sector,
but also recognises that it has a responsibility to the
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environment beyond legal and regulatory requirements.
We are continually striving to reduce our environmental
impact and improve our performance, as an integral part
of our business strategy and operating methods. We also
encourage our customers, suppliers and other stakeholders
to do the same.
As part of this commitment, we are supporting the Notfor-Profit organisation, Just One Tree. For every candidate
that we place we will plant 10 trees, and up to 25 trees
when placing a CEO level role. To date, we have planted
over 2500 trees. We are also in the process of applying for
our B-Corp certification.

Virtual Hiring

With the COVID pandemic our world has changed and along with that,
the way we work on a day to day basis including hiring, on-boarding and
leadership support.

This doesn’t mean however, that hires or supporting your
work force can’t be as good as before. Oxford HR
is committed to supporting the for purpose sector,
assisting our clients up to Board level using remote hiring
technologies and techniques, so the organisations we work
with can continue to do their critical work on local and
global challenges.
Oxford HR are very used to carrying out remote searches
due to the nature of our global clients, so we can support
you step by step in ensuring your next critical hire is still
the right person for the job, even if you don’t meet them
in person at all. We have stringent procedures in place,
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ensuring diversity and non-bias needs are met and we keep
in constant contact with our clients through our world class
portal, ensuring you and your leadership team or Board are
kept informed throughout our assignment.
When it comes to on-boarding, again we can support you
to ensure a seamless transition into your organisation for
your new leader, as well as offering a coaching programme
across the first 90 days to ensure they hit the ground
running. Our services equip your senior managers and
leaders to fulfil their roles and enhance their performance
within your organisation, delivering clear, measurable and
beneficial returns.

Our Approach

The for purpose sector depends upon innovative, talented leadership with
the right people in the right roles.

Oxford HR’s mission is to serve in the for purpose sector
by finding people with unique and hard to find skill sets to
lead development organisations around the world, reaching
the best calibre candidates even when they are not actively
looking for a new role. We work to identify, evaluate and
hand pick the most suitable and high achieving senior
candidates – whether they are active or passive in their job
search. Individuals that you would not have been able to
access any other way.
Each assignment we undertake is unique. We work with you
to gain a deep understanding of the role and the context in
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your organisation and together develop a search strategy
that might be both local and global in reach, working across
multiple sectors. We will develop a search methodology
that combines the best of open, transparent promotion
of the role alongside ethical, targeted direct approach
techniques.
In a global economy with a mobile leadership workforce,
we understand the need for exemplary due diligence on
candidates. We have a range of techniques at our disposal
to validate and verify candidate backgrounds and protect
the integrity of the search process.

Our Consultants

Our consultants are globally recognised as being leaders in their markets
and within the sector.

They have all held senior positions within industry and
worked in the field, so they have first hand knowledge of
what you need, because they have been that person!
In addition to their extensive international development
experience, our consultants bring a wealth of HR and
coaching support, to ensure that as a candidate you
present your best self for any senior role, even if making
a step up. And as an organisation, you can have the
peace of mind you will only be seeing the best people
for your role, who are well prepared and will be able to
hit the ground running on commencing the position.
Underpinning our consultants are our world class
researchers, all AESC/ERA certified and with strong
networks and proven methodologies, globally based to
best support our clients.
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British (17)

American (5)

Our placed
candidates were
truly global,
representing
30 nationalities
collectively

Filipino,
Romanian,
Azerbaijani,
Zimbabwean,
Morrocan, Swedish,
Kyrgyz, Tanzanian,
Ethiopian, Chadian,
Canadian, Fijian,
Bhutanese, Peruvian, Polish, Australian,
Albanian, New Zealander, (1)

Nigerian,
Kenyan (4)

South
African,
Indian (3)

Irish, Dutch,
Pakistani,
French,
Senegalese,
Italian (2)

Nurturing Inclusivity

At Oxford HR we understand the shifting nature of intersectionality and we
are committed to addressing these challenges in our assignments, as well as
our internal and external communications.

To fulfil this commitment, we have set our own ambition of
ensuring at least 50% of our longlist is made up of underrepresented candidates. In all our recent work, we have
successfully promoted roles globally to diverse audiences
and have produced long lists and shortlists, in line with
gender and diversity targets. For example, ensuring the
inclusion of targeted percentages of men and women from
both developed and developing countries.
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With our many years of experience and a proven track
record - in the past three years, 59% of our placed
candidates were women - we strive to continually
promote diversity in its broadest possible sense, whilst still
maintaining our focus on identifying suitable and relevant
candidates with the necessary managerial and leadership
skills, and specific technical expertise. We are, therefore, in
a very strong position to support you in the implementation
of your plans and achieving your objectives in this area.

Organisational Effectiveness

At Oxford HR we want to help you not only find inspiring leaders through
our Executive Search expertise, but also to nurture and develop them, their
teams and the wider organisation.

Our Organisational Effectiveness practice can help you do
this through our team of organisational psychologists and
leadership specialists, steeped in their understanding of
how global and national non-profits work.
We can help you:
• Select the Best - diagnostic risk-assessments that
identify those best able to lead
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•
•
•

Develop Leaders - coaching programmes that quickly
enhance the effect leaders have
Build Teams - strategic team development that
sharpens collective focus and impact
Enable Change – culture and capability audits, and
change management expertise

Select the Best

Develop Leaders

Our assessments improve confidence and
accuracy in making great hiring decisions by
giving insights into how a candidate will really
perform in practice.

Our coaching programmes accelerate the
impact of your senior managers and leaders, and
enhance the performance and capabilities of
your organisation.

Typical coaches
offer this…
Coaching process & skills
Typical work
behaviours
Energisers and
motivators

Profile+
The complete
performance
picture

Insight into your
business context

Underpinning
interpersonal style
Hidden or unknown
derailment factors

…but we also provide this
Tools to accelerate and measure change
Psychology of work & leadership

The open side
Seen in interview

The closed side
Revealed under pressure

Build Teams

Enable Change

Our team development events make a
sustainable and positive difference to how
leadership teams collaborate and achieve results
from working together.

Get the support you need to identify, plan,
implement and bring about the performanceenhancing changes your organisation needs
to make.

Psychological
Insight & Tools

Knowledge

The complete
team workshop
solution

Delivery

Facilitation
skills
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Business
context

Insight

Experience

Interims

Growth or change within any organisation can cause significant turbulence,
which is why it’s key to have the right people on board. Organisations must
ensure they have the adequate talent needed to steer the team and sustain
the business.
Interim managers play a key role during times of transition
and change. Independent, expert and highly skilled,
they can help move an organisation through a turbulent
period after the loss of a key staff member, help shift
an organisation in its strategic direction or indeed help
turnaround failing organisations.
Being at arms-length, interims are often better placed to
challenge the received wisdom, work without an agenda
and deliver your organisation the change or support it
requires at that time.
Finding those people is a skill in itself and often a challenge
when time is short or there are several other competing
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issues for urgent attention. Oxford HR maintains a pool
of highly qualified, exceptional interim candidates from
across the global development sector in order to supply
clients with the talent needed for these challenges. These
individuals are closely vetted by our team to ensure they
not only have the right credentials for the job and a
portfolio of successfully completed projects, but also the
empathy and emotional intelligence to work sensitively with
their new team and quickly diagnose critical issues.
We maintain close contact with our interims to ensure that
the process is running smoothly and that projects are on
track, so our clients are able to focus wholly on the issues
at hand.

OXygen

OXygen is a global design and strategic communications agency, purely
working within the for-purpose sector.

We are passionate and principled about what we do,
helping our clients to realise their brand potential and
create impactful and measurable campaigns, digital
content and websites, so they can excel in carrying out
their mission. To date, that work encompasses website
analysis, re-design, development and implementation and
on-going analytics, SEO and strategic support. We also
create animated videos, brand guidelines, infographics,
digital brochures and brand videos and provide
consultancy for our clients in the form of brief creation,
social media content planning, strategic marketing and
brand consultancy.
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Our team have extensive experience in their fields of
specialism and above all, client service comes first. Your
success as an organisation is paramount to us and we hold
ourselves accountable to a very high standard; both in our
attitudes and relationships with our clients, but also in the
output of the work we deliver. We like to be progressive,
innovative and straight talking and to work with you as if
we were an in-house team, so you feel that OXygen truly
understands your needs, objectives and brand.

Our World

Locations where we have successfully placed candidates

Oxford HR operates a global network of connections and offices all around the world, dedicated to bringing you both
local expertise and global awareness for your organisation.

Oxford HR operates across the
world in every timezone

We work with clients
in over 70 countries

We have a collective
fluency in 25 languages
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We believe in searching for a
better world, to help create
a world that puts purpose
before profit

We have over 70,000
registered candidates

Testimonials

“
”

“
”

We would not hesitate working with
Oxford HR again

The team at Oxford HR have
been outstanding

Kay Richiger - Manager Governance, International Board
and Council - WWF International

Stuart Whinney
Chief Commercial Officer - Manufacture 2030

“
”

Throughout, it felt like having a
world-class HR team working inhouse
Nick Hepworth
Director - Water Witness
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“
”

Our conversations felt very much
like we were speaking to a colleague
versus an outside recruiter
Amanda Cosby
COO - Malala Fund

Get in touch

Oxford HR will provide your organisation with the right
person, regardless of what country they currently reside
in, or where you need them to be based. As assignments

are now no longer a sector-specific activity, we have the
knowledge and experience to be able to search for and place
people across the public, private and non-profit sectors.

We would be delighted to discuss ways in which we can support your organisation in its search for the
world changing leaders of tomorrow. Please get in touch with your relevant office below or at
hello@oxfordhr.co.uk:
OXFORD

LONDON

AMSTERDAM

NAIROBI

46 Woodstock Road
Oxford
OX2 6HT

5 Tanner Street
Bermondsey, London
SE1 3LE

Korte Schimmelstraat 12
1053 SZ
Amsterdam

Workify Africa,
ABC Place, Waiyaki way
Nairobi,

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

The Netherlands

Kenya

+44 (0) 1865 985 457

+44 (0) 20 7939 7459

+31 (0) 683 334 473

+254 (0) 797 233 217
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